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Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 1956.
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Gettysburg
The Gettysburg Address is a speech by U.S. President
Abraham Lincoln, one of the best-known in American
history. It was delivered by Lincoln during the
American Civil War, on the afternoon of Thursday,
November 19, 1863, at the dedication of the Soldiers'
National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, four
and a half months after the Union armies defeated
those of the Confederacy at the Battle of Gettysburg.
Abraham Lincoln's carefully crafted address,
secondary to other presentations that day, was one of
the greatest and most influential statements of
national purpose. In just over two minutes, Lincoln
reiterated the principles of human equality espoused
by the Declaration of Independence and proclaimed
the Civil War as a struggle for the preservation of the
Union sundered by the secession crisis, with "a new
birth of freedom" that would bring true equality to all
of its citizens. Lincoln also redefined the Civil War as a
struggle not just for the Union, but also for the
principle of human equality. Beginning with the nowiconic phrase "Four score and seven years
ago"—referring to the United States Declaration of
Independence in 1776—Lincoln examined the
founding principles of the United States as stated in
the Declaration of Independence. In the context of the
Civil War, Lincoln also memorialized the sacrifices of
those who gave their lives at Gettysburg and extolled
virtues for the listeners (and the nation) to ensure the
survival of America's representative democracy: that
"government of the people, by the people, for the
people, shall not perish from the earth." Despite the
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speech's prominent place in the history and popular
culture of the United States, the exact wording and
location of the speech are disputed. The five known
manuscripts of the Gettysburg Address in Lincoln's
hand differ in a number of details, and also differ from
contemporary newspaper reprints of the speech.

This Hallowed Ground
Providing an overview of this dramatic battle of the
Civil War, this book also provides an on-site tour to
help both serious students and casual visitors get the
most out of a visit to the location. 43 maps.

Gettysburg Battlefield
In order to be a truly effective leader, it is necessary
to learn as much as possible from the examples of
history—the disasters as well as the triumphs. At
Gettysburg, Union and Confederate commanders
faced a series of critical leadership challenges under
the enormous stress of combat. The fate of the nation
hung in the balance. These leaders each responded in
different ways, but the concepts and principles they
applied during those traumatic three days contain
critical lessons for today’s leaders that are both useful
and applicable—whether those leaders manage
operations at a large corporation, supervise a public
institution, lead an athletic team, or govern a state or
municipality. In the twenty-first century, leadership is
the indispensable quantity that separates successful
organizations from failures. Successful leaders
communicate vision, motivate team members, and
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inspire trust. One must move both people and the
collective organization into the future while, at the
same time, dealing with the past. A leader must learn
to master the dynamic requirements of decisionmaking and change.

Lincoln and the Human Interest Stories
of the Gettysburg National Cemetery
The Gettysburg Campaign Exam Study Guide, Volume
One contains 700+ questions and answers regarding
the armies, chronologies, maps, cemeteries,
commanders of the 1863 Pennsylvania Campaign.
The book's format and content help a students' exam
performance.

The Gettysburg Campaign Study Guide,
Volume 2
Self-guided audio tour and guidebook presents a
gripping journey through the Gettysburg Battlefield
following the official National Park Auto Tour route. It
is based on the works of renowned historian and
author, Gabor Boritt. Founder of the Civil War Institute
at Gettysburg College, for over thirty years he has
given battlefield tours to luminaries ranging from
Moses (aka Charlton Heston) to the President of the
United States - and many others. Now this unique
experience is brought to you by acclaimed actor
Stephen Lang ( Colonel Quaritch in 'Avatar,' Stonewall
Jackson in 'Gods & Generals,' Ike Clanton in
'Tombstone,' and George Pickett in 'Gettysburg'). It is
written and produced by filmmaker Jake Boritt. For
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new visitors and buffs alike, Lang's stunning
performance brings alive the story of the battle and
Lincoln's nation-changing address unlike anything you
have ever heard before. The Gettysburg Battlefield
Auto Tour Features 3 CDs covering each day of the
battle with 3 tour options ranging from 2 to 3 hours.
The companion 72 page full color guide is packed with
art, photos, text and more. The 14 full color maps are
stunning, easy to understand and feature panoramic
orientation guides to help visitors quickly get their
bearings.

Gettysburg
This is a day-by-day, hour-by-hour account of one of
the bloodiest and most momentous battles in history.
The text is a blend of documentary sources and
terrain descriptions, combining official reports and
observations of the commanding officers.

The Complete Civil War Road Trip Guide
Where to find every monument and tablet on the
Gettysburg Battlefield--over 800 in all--organized by
state, military unit, person, or army Photos and
descriptions of each monument, with information on
who is being honored and what they did during the
battle Covers the entire Gettysburg National Military
Park and all three days of fighting

Antietam, South Mountain, and Harpers
Ferry
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A quirky framing of the Civil War grounded in solid
scholarship. The Brown twin sisters have built
historical dioramas to tell the story of the Civil War
with an unexpected twist. The thousands of Union and
Confederate soldiers depicted in the battles and
scenes are cats! Little Round Top, Pickett’s Charge,
Andersonville come to life in this fun, fanciful, solidly
researched and highly visual representation of the
War. The cats pull you in, and soon you’ll find you’re
immersed and engaged, learning details and gaining
a new and different perspective.

Peach Orchard
For those who can't resist trying to see it all, this
indispensable book contains information on and
reviews of almost 450 historical sites across the
United States related to the Civil War, including all
384 of the principal battlefields listed by the Civil War
Sites Advisory Commission. Every entry includes an indepth overview of the history of the battle and its
importance to the war, the must-see places at each
site, as well as lodging and other travel information.
Outlining ten suggested itineraries for short road trips
that cover every major battle of the war, The
Complete Civil War Road Trip Guide enables historical
travelers of any level to experience the Civil War as
no other book has done.

The Gettysburg Story
Silent Sentinels
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The Gettysburg National Military Park is one of the
most visited National Parks in the nation. Visitors
come from around the world to tour the battlefield
and hear the stories of the sacrifices made here on
those three fateful days in July, 1863. The monuments
are an enduring legacy of the veterans who returned
there in the years following, commemorating the
dead, wounded, and survivors. But there is another
side to the Gettysburg National Military Park, often
overlooked by the casual visitor. Due to the many
years of preservation of the battlefield and
surrounding areas, the park has evolved into a
diverse eco-system. It is home to many native, and
introduced, species of birds and plants. With this
guide, you can discover the other treasures of
Gettysburg National Military Park as you wander the
trails and fields, or from the comfort of your home.
This book includes the photography and research of
Patricia Rich, an amateur photographer and long-time
battlefield visitor.

Guide to Gettysburg Battlefield
Monuments
In this lively guide to the Gettysburg battlefield, Carol
Reardon and Tom Vossler invite readers to participate
in a tour of this hallowed ground. Ideal for carrying on
trips through the park as well as for the armchair
historian, this book includes comprehensive maps and
deft descriptions of the action that situate visitors in
time and place. Crisp narratives introduce key figures
and events, and eye-opening vignettes help readers
more fully comprehend the import of what happened
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and why. A wide variety of contemporary and postwar
source materials offer colorful stories and present
interesting interpretations that have shaped--or
reshaped--our understanding of Gettysburg today.
Each stop addresses the following: What happened
here? Who fought here? Who commanded here? Who
fell here? Who lived here? How did participants
remember this event?

Civil War 150
In September 1862 the Confederate Army of Northern
Virginia and the Union Army of the Potomac
conducted one of the truly great campaigns of the
Civil War. At South Mountain, Harpers Ferry, and
Antietam, North and South clashed in engagements
whose magnitude and importance would earn this
campaign a distinguished place in American military
history. The siege of Harpers Ferry produced the
largest surrender of U.S. troops in the nation's history
until World War II, while the day-long battle at
Antietam on September 17 still holds the distinction
of being the single bloodiest day of combat in Amer.

Chickamauga
Travel Brain guides you on an expedition to
Gettysburg, the bloodiest battle of the American Civil
War. Includes historic photographs, illustrations and
maps that make Gettysburg come alive.

The Gettysburg Address
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The Battle of Gettyburg remains one of the most
controversial military actions in America's history, and
one of the most studied. Professor Coddington's is an
analysis not only of the battle proper, but of the
actions of both Union and Confederate armies for the
six months prior to the battle and the factors affecting
General Meade’s decision not to pursue the retreating
Confederate forces. This book contends that
Gettyburg was a crucial Union victory, primarily
because of the effective leadership of Union
forces—not, as has often been said, only because the
North was the beneficiary of Lee's mistakes.

Battle Tested!
This book is taking a different approach as compared
to other ghost hunting books on Gettysburg. Granted,
there are some really great books already on the
subject. But, adding more historic information for
those who read this book will have a solid starting
point on researching the battlefield for other
locations. Of course, you can just keep going back to
the same locations over and over and competing with
others.

Jeff Shaara's Civil War Battlefields
Takes the driver/listener on a gripping journey
through the Gettysburg battlefield following the
official National Park Service auto tour route. Includes
full (2 hrs., 50 min.), medium (2.5 hrs.) and short (2
hrs.) formats.
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Manassas
The Complete Gettysburg Guide
This new edition of the definitive guide to Civil War
battlefields is really a completely new book. While the
first edition covered 60 major battlefields, from Fort
Sumter to Appomattox, the second covers all of the
384 designated as the "principal battlefields" in the
Civil War Sites Advisory Commission Report. As in the
first edition, the essays are authoritative and concise,
written by such leading historians as James M.
McPherson, Stephen W. Sears, Edwin C. Bearss, James
I. Robinson, Jr., and Gary W. Gallager. The second
edition also features 83 new four-color maps covering
the most important battles. The Civil War Battlefield
Guide is an essential reference for anyone interested
in the Civil War.

The Civil War Battlefield Guide
Artillery played an important and perhaps decisive
role at the July 1863 Battle of Gettysburg. Although
many hundreds of books have been published on the
battle, few have focused on the artillery. Silent
Sentinels fills this flaring gap in the literature. This
well-written and illustrated study was designed for
both the casual battlefield visitor and the serious
scholar. The former will use Silent Sentinels to tour
the battlefield, browse existing guns, ponder the
many photographs, and learn more about artillery in
general; the latter will find the extensive primary
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sources, diagrams, appendices of numbers and
losses, and informative discussion of organization and
tactics an indispensable reference resource. Silent
Sentinels discusses in detail every gun-type used at
Gettysburg, the equipment needed to operate the
guns, their organization, and the tactics employed by
both Union and Confederate artillery men. In addition
to a history of the artillery and how it was used, the
author includes chapters on the park’s collection of
436 guns, the pieces on display at the field today,
how to identify the different types of cannon, and how
to identify the date and place of manufacture. Silent
Sentinels concludes with a driving tour of the
battlefield, specially designed with the artillery in
mind. This lovely historical guide, complete with
detailed endnotes and bibliography, will be a
welcomed addition to the growing Gettysburg titles.

Bicycling Gettysburg National Military
Park
Take a 23.8-mile ride back in time and learn the threeday story of the Battle of Gettysburg (July 1-3, 1863)
from the perspective of a bicyclist using the
guidebook, Bicycling Gettysburg National Military
Park. Written for history buffs and bicyclists alike, the
book is packed with 34 color maps and hundreds of
photos and GPS points.

The Official Virginia Civil War Battlefield
Guide
From July 1 to 3, 1863, North met South in the battle
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of Gettysburg in what was to prove one of the key
turning points of the Civil War. This epic clash of arms
saw nearly 50,000 casualties on both sides as the
Confederate forces under Robert E. Lee desperately
sought to break the Union lines, but to no avail. This
new study of the battle is based on the views of those
who took part. Using a collection of unpublished
letters in the collection of the National Museum of the
Civil War, Wayne Motts reveals the hopes and fears of
those who fought in one of the greatest campaigns in
American history. Their testimony, supported by
historical images of the letter writers themselves
coupled with modern images of the battlefield, bring
the realities of the battle of Gettysburg vividly to life.

Gettysburg Study Guide, Volume 1
142 two-color maps vividly depict battlefield action
Detailed local driving directions guide visitors to each
battlefield site Of the 384 Civil War battlefields cited
as critical to preserve by the congressionally
appointed Civil War Sites Advisory Commission,
123-fully one-third-are located in Virginia. The Official
Virginia Civil War Battlefield Guide is the
comprehensive guidebook to the most significant
battles of the Civil War. Reviewed by Edwin C. Bearss
and other noted Civil War authorities and sanctioned
by the National Park Service and the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, no other guidebook
on the market today rivals it for historical detail,
accuracy, and credibility.

The Gettysburg Campaign
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* Over 100 large Battlefield Maps * Loaded with
Photos, Illustrations and Discussion * Integrated with
online Google Maps Little Round Top, The Wheatfield,
The Peach Orchard, Devil's Den, the Railroad Cut,
Pickett's Charge - these were the turning points within
the most important battle of the bloodiest war in
American history. But even careful students of
Gettysburg can find themselves confused when
reading about, or visiting, the battlefield. Here, finally,
is a convenient guide for serious student and casual
visitor alike which covers the sweep of events and the
geography of the battlefield, step by step. This guide
will help you find all the important locales and
understand what the participants saw in 1863, even if
you have no prior knowledge of the battle. Designed
to enhance the experience of both those reading
about the battle for the first time, as well as Civil War
"Ahololics," this guide can be used alone, or as a
great way to prepare for a future visit to the
battlefield. Clearly written and illustrated with maps,
photographs and illustrations, this is the book to have
if you really want to understand step by step what
happened during those three terrible days at
Gettysburg.

Guide to the Battle of Gettysburg
FINALIST, 2009, ARMY HISTORICAL FOUNDATION
DISTINGUISHED BOOK AWARDWINNER, 2009, THE
BACHELDER-CODDINGTON LITERARY AWARD, GIVEN
BY THE ROBERT E. LEE CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE OF
CENTRAL NEW JERSEYWINNER, 2009, GETTYSBURG
ROUND TABLES DISTINGUISHED BOOK AWARDWinner
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of The Bachelder-Coddington Literary Award, 2009,
given by the Robert E. Lee Civil War Round Table of
Central New Jersey. Now available in paperback,
'Sickles at Gettysburg: The Controversial Civil War
General Who Committed Murder, Abandoned Little
Round Top, and Declared Himself the Hero of
Gettysburg', by licensed battlefield guide James
Hessler, is the most deeply-researched, full-length
biography to appear on this remarkable American
icon. And it is long overdue.No individual who fought
at Gettysburg was more controversial, both personally
and professionally, than Major General Daniel E.
Sickles. By 1863, Sickles was notorious as a disgraced
former Congressman who murdered his wifes lover on
the streets of Washington and used Americas first
temporary insanity defense to escape justice. With his
political career in ruins, Sickles used his connections
with President Lincoln to obtain a prominent
command in the Army of the Potomacs Third
Corpsdespite having no military experience. At
Gettysburg, he openly disobeyed orders in one of the
most controversial decisions in military history.No
single action dictated the battlefield strategies of
George Meade and Robert E. Lee more than Sickles
unauthorized advance to the Peach Orchard, and the
mythic defense of Little Round Top might have
occurred quite differently were it not for General
Sickles. Fighting heroically, Sickles lost his leg on the
field and thereafter worked to remove General Meade
from command of the army. Sickles spent the
remainder of his checkered life declaring himself the
true hero of Gettysburg.Although he nearly lost the
battle, Sickles was one of the earliest guardians of the
battlefield when he returned to Congress, created
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Gettysburg National Military Park, and helped
preserve the field for future generations. But Dan
Sickles was never far from scandal. He was eventually
removed from the New York Monument Commission
and nearly went to jail for misappropriation of
funds.Hesslers critically acclaimed biography is a
balanced and entertaining account of Sickles colorful
life. Civil War enthusiasts who want to understand
General Sickles scandalous life, Gettysburgs
battlefield strategies, the in-fighting within the Army
of the Potomac, and the development of todays
National Park will find Sickles at Gettysburg a mustread.REVIEWS: The few other Sickles biographies
available will now take a back seat to Hesslers
powerful and evocative study of the man, the general,
and the legacy of the Gettysburg battlefield that old
Dan left America. I highly recommend this book. J.
David Petruzzi, co-author of Plenty of Blame to Go
Around: Jeb Stuarts Controversial Ride to Gettysburg
(2006) and with Steve Stanley The Complete
Gettysburg Guide (2009)This book is a breath of fresh
airit is an objective, thorough, and readable
examination of the controversial general. Hessler
avoids getting bogged down in extreme reactions
typically seen in others who write on this subject. Sue
Boardman, Licensed Battlefield Guide, GNMP;
Leadership Program Coordinator, Gettysburg
Foundation; and author of The Battle of Gettysburg
Cyclorama: A History and GuideAbout the Author:
James A. Hessler works in the financial services
industry and is a Licensed Battlefield Guide at
Gettysburg National Military Park. He has taught
Sickles and Gettysburg-related courses for Harrisburg
Area Community College and the Gettysburg
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Foundation. In addition to writing articles for
publication, Hessler speaks regularly at Civil War
Round Tables. A native of Buffalo, NY, he resides in
Gettysburg with his wife and children.

The Complete Gettysburg Guide
Complemented by maps and photographs, a
comprehensive overview of America's hallowed Civil
War battlefields offers detailed descriptions of the
landmarks, attractions, history, and more of such
locales as Gettysburg, Antietam, Shiloh, Vicksburg,
Cold Harbor, and Chickamauga, among others.
Original. 75,000 first printing.

Gettysburg Expedition Guide
Battlefield park history tour guide

Sickles at Gettysburg
Created by scholars who have walked the
battlegrounds, consulted with local experts and park
guides, and studied the testimony left behind by the
participants, this guide is the ultimate guide to
Gettysburg. 57 maps, figures & photos.

Ghost Hunters Reference Guide:
Gettysburg Battlefield
This volume is the essential guide to the Manassas
battlefields, site of two of the Civil War’s critical
campaigns. Ethan S. Rafuse, a distinguished scholar
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of the Civil War, provides a clearly organized,
thorough, and uniquely insightful account of both
campaigns, along with expert analysis and precise
directions for armchair traveler and battlefield visitor
alike. The July 1861 Battle of First Manassas and the
August 1862 Battle of Second Manassas
unequivocally influenced the course and outcome of
the Civil War. The first battle dealt a decisive blow to
hopes that the inexperienced armies of the North and
the South could bring about a quick military resolution
of the secession crisis. The second battle was the
climactic engagement of a spectacular campaign that
carried the war to the outskirts of Washington DC and
marked the coming of age of Robert E. Lee’s Army of
Northern Virginia. Manassas: A Battlefield Guide
presents readers with a clear, convenient guide to the
sites in northern and central Virginia that shaped the
course and outcome of these campaigns. Lucid,
concise narratives give readers a better
understanding of the events that took place on these
battlefields and of the terrain, personalities, and
decisions that shaped them.

Hallowed Ground
Some two million people visit the battlefield at
Gettysburg each year. It is one of the most popular
historical destinations in the United States. Most
visitors tour the field by following the National Park
Service's suggested auto tour. The standard tour,
however, skips crucial monuments, markers, battle
actions, town sites, hospital locations, an
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Landscape Turned Red
This book is a unique example of photographic
detective work in which the famous battle is recreated almost as if it were a contemporary news
event. The reader is transported to the battlefield by
the photographs and through the analysis of the
photographs to the battle itself. We watch it unfold,
action by action. In meticulous close-up fashion, with
documentary force, we see the terrible encounters of
men at war. - Publisher.

A Field Guide to Gettysburg
The year 2011 marks the sesquicentennial of the Civil
War, and so the time is right for this indispensable
collection of 150 key places to see and things to do to
remember and to honor the sacrifices made during
America’s epic struggle. Covering dozens of states
and the District of Columbia, this easy-to-use guide
provides a concise text description and one or more
images for each entry, as well as directions to all
sites.

Gettysburg
More than two million people visit the battlefield at
Gettysburg each year. It is one of the most popular
historical destinations in the United States. Most
visitors tour the field by following the National Park
Service's suggested auto tour. That tour, however,
misses crucial battle actions, monuments, markers,
and other hidden historical gems that everyone
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should experience. With The Complete Gettysburg
Guide: Audio Driving and Walking Tours, Volume 1:
The Battlefield, visitors will finally be able to
experience many of these sights and events and
much more in this entertaining and informative audio
tour based on the best-selling The Complete
Gettysburg Guide (2009). Narrated by author J. David
Petruzzi, the package booklet features maps and a
stunning design by internationally acclaimed
designer/cartographer Steven Stanley. A must-have
for your tour of the park!About the Authors: J. David
Petruzzi is widely recognized as one of the country's
leading Gettysburg experts. In addition to his
numerous articles for a wide variety of publications,
he is the author (with Eric Wittenberg) of bestsellers
Plenty of Blame to Go Around: Jeb Stuart's
Controversial Ride to Gettysburg (Savas Beatie, 2006)
and (with Wittenberg and Michael Nugent) One
Continuous Fight: The Retreat from Gettysburg and
the Pursuit of Lee's Army of Northern Virginia, July
4-14, 1863 (Savas Beatie, 2008). Petruzzi is also a
popular speaker on the Civil War Roundtable circuit
and regularly conducts tours of Civil War
battlefields.Steven Stanley lives in Gettysburg and is
a graphic artist specializing in historical map design
and battlefield photography. His maps, considered
among the best in historical cartography, have been a
longtime staple of the Civil War Preservation Trust
and have helped raise millions of dollars for the Trust
through their preservation appeals and interpretation
projects. Steve's maps have appeared in a wide
variety of publications.
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Gettysburg
The Civil War battle waged on September 17, 1862, at
Antietam Creek, Maryland, was one of the bloodiest in
the nation's history: in this single day, the war
claimed nearly 23,000 casualties. In Landscape
Turned Red, the renowned historian Stephen Sears
draws on a remarkable cache of diaries, dispatches,
and letters to recreate the vivid drama of Antietam as
experienced not only by its leaders but also by its
soldiers, both Union and Confederate. Combining
brilliant military analysis with narrative history of
enormous power, Landscape Turned Red is the
definitive work on this climactic and bitter struggle.

A Strong and Sudden Onslaught
Gettysburg Battlefield is the definitive illustrated
history of the largest and deadliest military campaign
ever waged in the Western Hemisphere. It was fought
140 years ago this July, in the farmlands of
Pennsylvania. Years in the making, it draws together
the most complete collection of Gettysburg imagery
ever published in a single volume along with a robust
narrative. The author takes the reader on a day-byday journey through the battle, illustrated throughout
with more than 480 photographs, many of them rare,
including shots of Robert E. Lee and George Meade.
Two visual features of this book are particularly
compelling: Period photographs of key battlefield sites
- taken just as the guns stilled - are juxtaposed with
images of those same sites today. Three-dimensional
maps were created especially for this book and offer a
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distinctive perspective on military strategy. Essays by
civil war experts and a foreword by historian James M.
McPherson complete this handsome and authoritative
history. An essential addition to the Civil War library,
Gettysburg Battlefield is a compelling chronicle of a
legendary conflict and the ultimate pictorial record.

Civil War Tails
The Gettysburg Campaign Exam Study Guide, Volume
Two contains 600+ questions and answers regarding
the armies, chronologies, maps, cemeteries,
commanders of the 1863 Pennsylvania Campaign.
The book's format and content help a students' exam
performance.

The Gettysburg Cyclorama
'[I]n a larger sense, we can not dedicate-we can not
consecrate-we can not hallow-this ground. The brave
men, living and dead, who struggled here, have
consecrated it, far above our power to add or detract.'
- President Abraham Lincoln

Our Fathers at Gettysburg
While the battle of Gettysburg remains the
centerpiece of this June/July, 1863 campaign, there is
an increasing interest in less-studied peripheral
events that were an integral part of the operation.
One such event occurred the day before the battle of
Gettysburg began the cavalry action on June 30, 1863
at and around Hanover, Pa. This important event is
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worth examining more closely since it played a key
role in the campaign 's outcome: it deflected
Confederate General Jeb Stuart 's main cavalry units
away from the impending battle at Gettysburg and
helped prevent it from uniting and participating with
General Robert E. Lee 's main battle force until the
last day at Gettysburg.Although relatively little
information is contained in the official reports on the
action at Hanover, especially on the Confederate side,
author John Krepps has constructed a fascinating
account about the action at Hanover from many
previously unpublished sources often overlooked.
They include soldiers diaries and letters, and civilian
eyewitness accounts, including damage claims filed
afterwards. This detailed narrative is presented with
comprehensive maps that bring clarity to this obscure
subject.

Devil's Den
Thousands of books and articles have been written
about the Battle of Gettysburg. Almost every topic
has been thoroughly scrutinized except one: Paul
PhilippoteauxÕs massive cyclorama painting The
Battle of Gettysburg, which depicts PickettÕs Charge,
the final attack at Gettysburg. The Gettysburg
Cyclorama: The Turning Point of the Civil War on
Canvas is the first comprehensive study of this art
masterpiece and historic artifact. This in-depth study
of the history of the cyclorama discusses every aspect
of this treasure, which was first displayed in 1884 and
underwent a massive restoration in 2008. Coverage
includes not only how it was created and what it
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depicts, but the changes it has undergone and where
and how it was moved. Authors Chris Brenneman and
Sue Boardman also discuss in fascinating detail how
the painting was interpreted by Civil War veterans in
the late 19th Century. With the aid of award-winning
photographer Bill Dowling, the authors utilized
modern photography to compare the painting with
historic and modern pictures of the landscape.
DowlingÕs remarkable close-up digital photography
allows readers to focus on distant details that usually
pass unseen. Every officer, unit, terrain feature, farm,
and more pictured in the painting is discussed in
detail. Even more remarkable, the authors reveal an
important new discovery made during the research
for this book: in order to address suggestions from the
viewers, the cyclorama was significantly modified five
years after it was created to add more soldiers,
additional flags, and even General George Meade, the
commander of the Union Army! With hundreds of rare
historic photographs and beautiful modern pictures of
a truly great work of art, The Gettysburg Cyclorama:
The Turning Point of the Civil War on Canvas is a musthave for anyone interested in the Battle of Gettysburg
or is simply a lover of exquisite art.
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